tion of species,environmental trends, evo

human perception."

lution. And in undisturbed flora and fauna

Each of us will find something different,
something personal in coming to wilder
ness. The wilderness experience is, as
Nash declares,"...a state of mind."Follow

he has a storehouse of genetic diversity the
future may prize.
Sigurd Olson

ing are the words of some who were
inspired to share their experience after
time spent in the wilderness.

Wilderness Statement

Inspiration

Climb the mountains and get their good
tidings. Nature's peace will flow into you
as sunshine flows into trees.
John Muir

Discovery
It is fortunate, perhaps, that no matter
how intently one studies the hundred little

dramas of the woods and meadows, one

X
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cd

The tendency nowadays to wander in
wilderness is delightful to see. Thousands
of tired, nerve-shaken, over-civilized peo
ple are beginning to find out that going to
the mountains is going home;that wilder
ness is a necessity; and that mountain
parks and reservations are useful not only
as fountains of timber and irrigating riv
ers, but as fountains of life.
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John Muir

Long live the wilderness.
Edward Abbey

a

can never learn all the salient facts about

cd

any one of them.

enjoyment.Only when he's hungry,thirsty
and dog-tired can he really know what it

The staff at Guadalupe Mountains
National Park encourages you to visit the
wilderness,be inspired,experience the dis
covery, face the challenge, witness the
balance and stand in awe at the diversity.
Then, maybe you too will develop a wil

means.

derness statement.

Aldo Leopold

Challenge
A man must work for his wilderness
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Bob Marshall
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Balance

...the greatest happiness possible...is to
become civilized, know the pageant of the
past, to love the beautiful, to have just
ideas of values and proportions, and then,
retaining (our) animal spirits and appe
tites, to live in the wilderness.
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J. Frank Dobie

Biological Diversity
Man is a manipulator of nature...but he
is far from a complete understanding of
the processes he manipulates. In the com
plex ecosystems of natural domains he has
a laboratory in which to study the interac
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